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Abstract

An intelligent search for feature interactions using
Restricted Boltzmann Machines

Alexander Bertholds, Emil Larsson

Klarna uses a logistic regression to estimate the probability that an e-store customer
will default on its given credit. The logistic regression is a linear statistical model
which cannot detect non-linearities in the data. The aim of this project has been to
develop a program which can be used to find suitable non-linear interaction-variables.
This can be achieved using a Restricted Boltzmann Machine, an unsupervised neural
network, whose hidden nodes can be used to model the distribution of the data. By
using the hidden nodes as new variables in the logistic regression it is possible to see
which nodes that have the greatest impact on the probability of default estimates. The
contents of the hidden nodes, corresponding to different parts of the data
distribution, can be used to find suitable interaction-variables which will allow the
modelling of non-linearities. 

It was possible to find the data distribution using the Restricted Boltzmann Machine
and adding its hidden nodes to the logistic regression improved the model's ability to
predict the probability of default. The hidden nodes could be used to create
interaction-variables which improve Klarna's internal models used for credit risk
estimates.
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Sammanfattning

Klarna använder en logistisk regression för att estimera sannolikheten att
en e-handelskund inte kommer att betala sina fakturor efter att ha giv-
its kredit. Den logistiska regressionen är en linjär modell och kan därför
inte upptäcka icke-linjäriteter i datan. Målet med projektet har varit att
utveckla ett program som kan användas för att hitta lämpliga icke-linjära
interaktionsvariabler. Genom att införa dessa i den logistiska regressionen
blir det möjligt att upptäcka icke-linjäriteter i datan och därmed förbättra
sannolikhetsestimaten.

Det utvecklade programmet använder Restricted Boltzmann Machines, en
typ av oövervakat neuralt nätverk, vars dolda noder kan användas för att
hitta datans distribution. Genom att använda de dolda noderna i den
logistiska regressionen är det möjligt att se vilka delar av distributionen
som är viktigast i sannolikhetsestimaten. Inneh̊allet i de dolda noderna,
som motsvarar olika delar av datadistributionen, kan användas för att hitta
lämpliga interaktionsvariabler.

Det var möjligt att hitta datans distribution genom att använda en Re-
stricted Boltzmann Machine och dess dolda noder förbättrade sannolikhet-
sestimaten fr̊an den logistiska regressionen. De dolda noderna kunde användas
för att skapa interaktionsvariabler som förbättrar Klarnas interna kred-
itriskmodeller.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade the number of online-purchases of a wide variety of
products has been increasing constantly and today customers often choose
to shop online rather than visiting traditional shops. Even though the e-
commerce business is flowering it is associated with a risk for both the
customers and the merchants since the product delivery cannot be made
upon payment: Either the merchant has to ship the product before receiving
the charge, or the customer must pay before receiving its order.

Klarna provides risk free payment solutions for both customers and mer-
chants by acting as an intermediary between them, as well as o↵ering the cus-
tomer several di↵erent payment options. The underlying concept of Klarna’s
products is to reimburse the merchant when an order is made and send an
invoice to the customer when the product has been delivered. Hence, as
the customer makes a purchase, the merchant can ship its products imme-
diately without considering the risk of not being paid by the customer, who
can wait until he or she has inspected the goods before paying for them.
The customer can choose to pay the entire amount at once using Klarna
Invoice, or pay by installment using the Klarna Account product for which
an interest rate is collected by Klarna. Hence the e-store can also provide
their customers the option of installment plans without risk and without
worrying about their cash-flow.

Obviously, Klarna takes a risk in each transaction as the customer might not
intend or be able to pay for the purchased products. Therefore, an important
part of Klarna’s business is to estimate the probability that a customer will
default. This probability estimate can be made using a variety of machine
learning techniques trained with features from previous transactions where
the outcome, if the customer defaulted or not, is known. By collecting
enough historical data and assuming that future transactions will resemble
the historical ones, the machine learning techniques can give a probability
of default estimate. The features are data provided by the customer at the
time of purchase as well as data from the customer’s previous purchases
through Klarna and in some cases external information from credit bureaus.
The features in this project will always be binary and in the case of features
describing something continuous, such as age, the features are binned. This
means that instead of using just one feature there will be a number of bins,
each representing a certain age-interval.

After applying feature-selection algorithms Klarna uses a logistic regression
to estimate the probability of default. A logistic regression, as described
in Section 2.3, is a linear model which gives each feature a weight whose
value depends on whether the feature increases or decreases the probability
of default. For example if a variable is a boolean indicating if the customer
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has defaulted before, the weight would make sure to increase the probability
of default when that feature is true.

The advantages of using a logistic regression model is its speed and inter-
pretability: After training is finished the probability estimation is a very
fast calculation and the weight associated with each feature indicates how
important the feature is as well as if the feature is representing good or
bad behaviour. The drawback of a linear model is that it cannot model
non-linear behaviour and therefore the model’s accuracy is limited since
non-linearities between features is common. A non-linearity between two
binary features, called x1 and x2, could for example mean that the proba-
bility of default should increase if both x1 and x2 are active but decrease if
they have di↵erent values or both are inactive. A linear model would fail to
capture this behaviour since it would first look at variable x1 and change the
probability of default according to the feature’s associated weight and then
look at variable x2 separately and update the probability of default again.
Assuming that both variables are significant the linear setting means that
when a variable is active it has to either increase or decrease the probabil-
ity of default and combinations such as the one described above cannot be
modelled accurately.

In Klarna’s case a possible non-linear situation could be between the age
and the income of a customer: A low income would probably mean a higher
probability of default since the customer might not be able to pay its invoices
due to lack of funds. However, if a purchase is made by a very young
customer without an income it might be the case of a person living at home
where the parents still take care of the economy and hence the ability to
pay an invoice might be very good. If this would be the actual situation,
a non-linear model would decrease the probability of default if a customer
has low income and low age while a linear model would only note the low
income and increase the probability of default.

Even though a non-linear model would improve the performance of the prob-
ability estimates they are often more computationally heavy and less inter-
pretable than the linear ones. A compromise between the two options would
be to use non-linear variables in a linear model. In the example above the
constructed variable would be a combination of the variables age and income;
apart from the two variables themselves there would also be a low-income-
low-age variable which for example could be a binary which is active if age
and income are below a certain threshold.

The aim of this project is to develop a method to find suitable interaction-
variables and investigate how much they can improve the current linear
model. The method will be based on an artificial neural network known as
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) which can find the distribution of the
data. As all neural networks, the RBM consists of visible nodes, in this case
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the features of the data, and hidden nodes, which are combinations of all the
visible nodes. During the training of the RBM, i.e. when it is presented to
the investigated data, the hidden nodes are constructed so that they can be
considered to have ideas about the data. One such idea could for example
be that a person with low age also has a low income. By combining the
ideas of all hidden nodes the distribution of the data is obtained.

The hidden nodes can be used as variables in the logistic regression from
which it is possible to determine which nodes are most important when
estimating the credit risk. The interaction-variables will be constructed by
inspecting the structure of the most important hidden nodes and interpreting
what idea they have about the data. The ideas of the hidden nodes are
expressed as complex probabilistic combinations of all visible nodes and a
major challenge of this approach is to interpret the ideas and to condense
all the information within a hidden node into an interaction-variable. If the
interaction-variable is too complex it will be hard to interpret and not usable
in credit risk estimation due to legal restrictions. However, if too much of
the information in the hidden node is removed, its idea of the data will not
be accurate enough.

2 Theory

2.1 Machine Learning and Credit Scoring

Credit scoring is used to determine whether a customer should be given
credit or not and often various machine learning techniques are used to
compute the credit score. Machine learning is a group of statistical models
used in many di↵erent fields where one wants to detect patterns in some
data. In the case of credit scoring the patterns of interest are what separates
customers that are likely to default on their credit from those who will
pay on time. The machine learning models can be used to estimate the
probability of default, pd, which often is transformed to a score through the
formula

score = log

✓
1� pd

pd

◆
20

log(2)
+ 600� log(50)

20

log(2)
(1)

by tradition in the credit scoring field. The odds of a customer paying their
invoice is defined as odds = 1�pd

pd

. The transformation (1) is thus defined so
that a doubling of the odds means an increase of 20 in score.

For each customer, or in Klarna’s case each transaction, several features
containing information about the transaction are available. Typical features
in credit scoring are age, income, credit history etc. So called training
data, D

train

, containing features from old transactions are presented to the
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machine learning algorithm which then is trained to find patterns in the
data. The training can be either supervised or unsupervised where the former
means that the features are presented to the algorithm together with a label
containing information about the class of each data point. In this project
the label is a binary variable which is 1 if the customer defaulted on its
credit after a fixed number of days after its due date and 0 otherwise. The
former ones will be referred to as bads and the latter as goods.

The machine learning model learns which features are associated with cus-
tomers that often default and vice versa and supervised models can be used
to compute the score of future transactions to determine whether a customer
is likely to default or not.

Unsupervised training means that the data is presented to the algorithm
without any label. These types of methods cannot be immediately used
to give a credit score but they can provide valuable information about for
example customer-segments or the data distribution. Unsupervised models
can also be used for classification but the model will not know the meaning
of the classes it assigns the data points to.

When training a machine learning model it is assumed that future transac-
tions will come from the same distribution as previous ones, meaning that
new transactions which resemble old transactions are likely to obtain the
same label. This is very often a simplification of the reality, where things
changes over time, and therefore one has to be careful not to fit the model
too closely to the training data since then the model will generalise poorly
[13]. This is known as overfitting and there is always a trade-o↵ between
adapting the model to the training data and to make sure it will not spe-
cialise too much to fit small anomalies in the training data which are unlikely
to occur in the future. To get an estimation of how well a model will perform
on future samples it is common to hold out a part of the available data and
use it as a test set, D

test

. If the model performs almost equally well on the
test set as on the training set it can be assumed that the model has not
been overfitted since it has not “seen” the test data but still performs well
on it. Even though this approach can detect overfitting it does not indicate
how well the model will perform if the data distribution will change over
time.

Improving the pd-estimate might not a↵ect the classification much, since all
transactions below a certain pd are approved and being able to distinguish
di↵erent pd far below or above that threshold does not improve the classifi-
cation. However, Klarna also uses the pd-estimate to predict the expected
loss of a transaction which is estimated as the pd times the amount of the
particular transaction. This information is very valuable from a business-
perspective and therefore an improved pd-estimate is of great interest even
though it might not improve the classification.
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2.2 Restricted Boltzmann Machine

A Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is a generative stochastic graphical
model inspired by neural networks, first proposed by Smolensky in 1986
under the name Harmonium [18]. The model is derived from the Ising
Model used in statistical mechanics, which is the reason for the many physics
references. The structure of an RBM, which can be seen in Fig. 1, consists of
one layer of visible nodes to represent observable data and one layer of hidden
nodes to capture dependencies between observed variables. In contrast to
Boltzmann Machines, in RBMs there are no connections between the nodes
within each layer, allowing for more e�cient training algorithms. The model

v0 v1 v2 v3

h0 h1 h2

Figure 1: The graph of an RBM with one layer of visible nodes representing
the observable data and one layer of hidden nodes, making it possible to
capture dependencies between the observed variables.

is parametrised by the connection weights w
ij

between the ith visible node
v

i

and the jth hidden node h

j

, as well as the biases b
i

and c

j

of the visible
and hidden nodes respectively. Given these parameters, the modelled joint
distribution of (v, h) is given by

P (v, h) =
e

�E(v,h)

Z

(2)

where the partition function Z =
P

v,h

e

�E(v,h) is given by summing over
all possible pairs of visible and hidden vectors. The energy E of the joint
configuration (v, h) is defined as

E(v, h) = �
X

i

X

j

h

j

w

ij

v

i

�
X

i

b

i

v

i

�
X

j

c

j

h

j

. (3)

This can also be written in vector notation as

E(v, h) = �hTWv � b

T

v � c

T

h, (4)

where W is the weight matrix, b and c the biases. The probability that
a visible vector v comes from the distribution given by (2) is obtained by
summing over all possible hidden vectors

P (v) =
1

Z

X

h

e

�E(v,h)
. (5)
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By also defining the free energy F of the system as

F (v) = � log
X

h

e

�E(v,h)
, (6)

equation (5) can be written as

P (v) =
e

�F (v)

Z

. (7)

The goal of training an RBM is to maximise the product of probabilities
assigned to some training data D

train

, where each data point is treated as a
visible vector v, that is

argmax
W

Y

v2D
P (v), (8)

which is equivalent to minimising the negative loglikelihood

argmin
W

�
X

v2D
logP (v). (9)

This optimisation of the weights W can be done by performing (stochastic)
gradient descent on the empirical negative loglikelihood of the training data
[13] [8]. Gradient descent is a simple optimisation algorithm where small
steps are taken downward on an error surface defined by a loss function
of some parameters. The standard, or “batch”, gradient descent involves
summing over all the observations in the data set before updating the pa-
rameters, which may be computationally impractical in many cases due to
large data sets or complex gradient calculations. In stochastic, or “on-line”,
gradient descent the true gradient of the loss function is approximated by
the gradient of a single data point. Hence, the algorithm passes through the
training set and performs the parameter update for each data point. The
process of passing through all of the training data points once is referred to
as an epoch, a procedure which is repeated until the algorithm converges to
a minimum. A natural compromise between the two methods, also used in
this project, is stochastic gradient descent using so called “mini-batches”,
where the true gradient is approximated by summing over a small number of
training examples before performing the parameter update. The technique
reduces the variance in the estimate of the gradient, and often makes better
use of the hierarchical memory organisation in modern computers [4].

Using stochastic gradient descent for minimising the negative loglikelihood
requires the gradient of the log probability of a training vector v with respect
to the weight w

ij

. The full derivation of the gradient is non-trivial and is
thoroughly explained in [2], resulting in

@ logP (v)

@w

ij

= hv
i

h

j

i
data

� hv
i

h

j

i
model

(10)
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where the angle brackets denotes the expectations under the distribution
of the subscript. The learning rule for the weights when performing the
stochastic gradient descent in the loglikelihood then becomes

w

ij

 w

ij

+ ✏ (hv
i

h

j

i
data

� hv
i

h

j

i
model

) (11)

where ✏ is the learning rate. Similarly, the learning rules for the biases of
the visible and the hidden nodes becomes

b

i

 b

i

+ ✏ (hv
i

i
data

� hv
i

i
model

)

c

j

 c

j

+ ✏ (hh
j

i
data

� hh
j

i
model

) .
(12)

Because of the specific structure of the RBM, that is, the lack of connec-
tions between the nodes within each layer, the visible and hidden nodes are
conditionally independent given one another. Using this property gives the
conditional probabilities

P (v|h) =
Y

i

P (v
i

|h)

P (h|v) =
Y

j

P (h
j

|v).

It is common to use binary nodes, that is v
i

, h

j

2 {0, 1}, even though RBMs
easily can be generalised to model many di↵erent types of data. Inserting
(4) into (2) then gives

P (v
i

= 1|h) = �

0

@
b

i

+
X

j

w

ij

h

j

1

A (13)

P (h
j

= 1|v) = �

 
c

j

+
X

i

w

ij

v

i

!
(14)

where the logistic sigmoid function is given by

�(x) =
1

1 + e

�x

. (15)

Hence, given a randomly selected data vector v, obtaining an unbiased sam-
ple from hv

i

h

j

i
data

is only a matter of setting the binary node h

j

to 1 with
the probability given by (14). Similarly, using (13) makes it possible to ob-
tain an unbiased sample of a visible node, given a hidden vector. Producing
an unbiased sample of hv

i

h

j

i
model

, however, is not as straightforward. This
requires prolonged Gibbs sampling [7], which consists of updating all of the
hidden nodes in parallel using (14), followed by updating all of the visible
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nodes in parallel using (13). One step in the Gibbs sampling is thus taken
as

h

(n+1) ⇠ �

⇣
c+W

T

v

(n)
⌘

v

(n+1) ⇠ �

⇣
b+Wh

(n+1)
⌘

where h

(n) is the vector of all hidden nodes at the nth step in the chain. As
n ! 1, a sample from (v(n), h(n)) is guaranteed to be accurate samples of
the distribution P (v, h) given the weights and biases [6].

This would in theory implicate the need to run the chain to convergence
between each parameter update during the learning process. This method
is not computationally feasible and luckily Hinton proposed a much more
e�cient learning algorithm in [15]. The algorithm, named Contrastive Diver-
gence (CD), takes advantage of the fact that the true underlying distribution
of the data is close to the distribution of the training set, that is

P (v) ⇡ P (v)Dtrain . (16)

This means that the Gibbs chain can be initialised with a training example
since it comes from a distribution close to P (v), which also means that the
chain will already be close to having converged. Furthermore, in CD the
chain is not run until convergence, but only for k steps. In fact, Hinton
showed empirically that even k = 1 works surprisingly well [15]. Starting
with a training vector v

(0), the Contrastive Divergence algorithm using 1
step (CD-1) can be illustrated as

v

(0) P (h|v(0))������! h

(0) P (v|h(0))������! v

(1) P (h|v(1))������! h

(1)

where the pair (v(1), h(1)) then serves as the sample. CD-1 is e�cient, has
low variance, and is a reasonable approximation, but still di↵ers significantly
from the loglikelihood gradient. Another method, named Persistent Con-
trastive Divergence (PCD), was proposed in [20]. The idea is that since the
model changes only slightly between each parameter update in the gradient
descent, it is reasonable to initiate the Gibbs chain at the state in which
it ended for the previous model. This initialisation is typically fairly close
to the model distribution even though the model has changed slightly due
to the parameter update. The algorithm is named persistent to emphasise
that the Gibbs chain is not reset between parameter updates.

Similarly to the logistic regression described in Section 2.3, it may be a good
idea to use regularisation on the weights of the RBM. This means adding a
penalty on the weights so that the magnitudes of insignificant weights are
reduced. As Hinton describes in [14], there are several reasons for using
regularisation, the main one being the improvement in the generalisation of
the model to new data. Also, by penalising useless weights the connections
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between the visible and hidden nodes become easier to interpret. Regulari-
sation is introduced by adding an extra term to the log-likelihood, resulting
in the minimisation problem

argmin
W

�
X

v2D
logP (v) + �|Wkp

p

. (17)

where k · k
p

denotes the L

p

norm and � is the regularisation parameter.
Increasing � results in a stronger regularisation, i.e. a larger penalty on the
weights W of the RBM.

Monitoring the training-progress of an RBM is not trivial, since it is not
possible to estimate the loglikelihood due to the computationally intractable
partition function Z. To overcome this, it is possible to use a proxy to the
likelihood called the pseudo likelihood (PL) explained in [16]. In the PL, also
referred to as just cost, it is assumed that all of the states of an observed
vector v are independent resulting in

logPL(v) =
X

i

logP (v
i

|v�i

) (18)

where v�i

denotes the vector v, excluding the ith state. That is, the log-PL is
the sum of the log-probabilities of each node v

i

, conditioned on the state of all
the other nodes. Summing over all the nodes is still rather computationally
expensive, motivating the use of the stochastic approximation of the log-
PL

logPL(v) ⇡ N logP (v
i

|v�i

) (19)

where i ⇠ U(0, N), N being the number of visible nodes. For an RBM with
binary variables the log-PL then becomes

logPL(v) ⇡ N log
�
�

�
F (ṽi)� F (v)

��
(20)

where ṽ

i is the vector v with the value of the ith node “flipped”, that is
0 ! 1, 1 ! 0. The log-PL can thus be used to monitor the progress of
learning, giving an indication to whether or not the weights of the RBM
converge so that they can be used to model the distribution of the data
well.

Each hidden node is connected to the entire visible layer and the probability
for a hidden node to activate depends on the state of the visible nodes
and the weights and biases connecting the two layers. By inspecting the
connection between a hidden node and the visible layer it is possible to
see for what type of data points it is likely to activate. The node can be
considered to have an idea about the data which says that some data points,
or at least parts of them, have a certain kind of structure [15]. It is all these
ideas combined that lets the RBM model the data distribution and it is
the essence of the ideas that will inspire the construction of interaction-
variables.
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2.3 Logistic Regression

To estimate the probability of default for a transaction Klarna uses logistic
regression which is a supervised linear model. It can be used for an arbitrary
amount of classes, Y , but in this project only two will be used as described
above, that is

Y =

(
1 if bad

0 if good
. (21)

Given the weight matrix � and the biases b, obtained from the training, the
model calculates the probability that the feature vector x belongs to class
i:

P (Y = i|x,�, b) = softmax
i

(�
i

x+ b) =
e

�ix+bi

P
n

j

e

�jx+bj
(22)

where n is the number of classes [13]. Since there are only two classes here
it is enough to compute the probability of default, P (Y = 1|x,�, b) and
assign the feature vector x to class 1 if P (Y = 1|x,�, b) is greater than
some probability cuto↵ P

cut

. This can be represented by a classification
function:

f(x) =

⇢
1 if P (Y = 1|x,�, b) � P

cut

0 otherwise
(23)

By computing (22) with i = y

(i), the label of data point i in the training set,
the probability that the model assigns the data point to the correct class is
obtained. The probability that all transactions are classified corrected by
the model can be formulated as:

Y

i2Dtrain

P (Y = y

(i)|x(i),�, b) (24)

which is known as the model’s likelihood, a measure which indicates how
well the model is fitted to the training data [13]. It is more common to work
with the logarithm of the likelihood, the loglikelihood :

L(D,�, b) =
X

i2Dtrain

log
⇣
P (Y = y

(i)|x(i),�, b)
⌘
. (25)

The higher the likelihood the better the model and hence in the training
of the logistic regression, the weights and biases of the di↵erent classes are
obtained by maximising likelihood of the model. This is equivalent to min-
imising the negative loglikelihood:

`(D,�, b) = �
X

i2Dtrain

log
⇣
P (Y = y

(i)|x(i),�, b)
⌘
. (26)
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The minimisation can be made using for example gradient descent, described
in Section 2.2, with `(D,�, b) as the loss function.

Overfitting, described in Section 2.1, often leads to very large weights in the
logistic regression. Large weights can also occur if some features are nega-
tively correlated with each other: When one of the features gets its weight
increased the other(s) will decrease and as the training proceeds the weights
of the correlated variables will increase in magnitude in each iteration. To
reduce the issue of large weights and hence improve the model’s generali-
sation properties, it is possible to add a penalty to the weights in the loss
function (26), i.e. using so called regularisation [13]. Then the minimisation
of the loss function will be a compromise between minimising the negative
loglikelihood and keeping the weights low in magnitude. Mathematically
the regularised loss function can be written as

`(D,�, b, C) = k�kp
p

� C

X

i2Dtrain

log
⇣
P (Y = y

(i)|x(i),�, b)
⌘

(27)

where k · k
p

denotes the L

p

norm and C is the regularisation parameter.
The smaller the C the less important it will be to minimise the negative
loglikelihood and the more important it will be to keep the weights at a low
magnitude. That is, a small C means a heavy regularisation. In a regularised
logistic regression a weight, �

i

, with a large magnitude usually means that
the variable i plays an important role in determining the class of a data
point. In this project the L1 and L2 norms are used in the regularisation as
described in [5].

As mentioned before, the reason for using regularisation is to achieve good
generalisation properties so that the model will perform well on future sam-
ples. The regularisation parameter C plays an important part in this and
has to be chosen carefully. However, to find an optimal C, a test set is
needed to see how well the model generalises for each C. One option is to
exclude a part of the data set and use it as a regularisation-test set and train
the model with several di↵erent regularisation parameters and see which C

gives the best performance. The drawback of this approach is that some
data is lost and generally one wants as much data as possible in the train-
ing and evaluation of the model. Another option is to use cross-validation
[13] where the training set is divided in K di↵erent folds. Then, for each
investigated C-value, a logistic regression is trained using K � 1 folds and
its performance is tested on the one remaining fold. The same procedure is
repeated K times, each time with a new fold left out from the training, and
an average performance metric is computed. When all C-values have been
investigated the value giving the best average performance is chosen and the
logistic regression is trained using the entire training set with that C-value.
With this approach it is possible to find a good regularisation parameter
without reducing the size of the training set [13].
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2.4 Model Assessment

There are many di↵erent metrics which can be used to measure a model’s
performance and they all have di↵erent advantages and disadvantages. When
comparing two models, it is not uncommon that the di↵erent metrics are
inconclusive when trying to determine which model is superior. Due to this,
several di↵erent metrics are used when assessing the models of this project
and the conclusions are based after taking the result from all di↵erent met-
rics into account. The metrics used are zero-one-loss, GINI, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic, root mean squared error and score to log-odds plots. All
metrics are evaluated on a test set which has been held out during train-
ing.

2.4.1 Zero-one-loss

This metric calculates the fraction of misclassifications on the test set:

`0,1 =
1

N

NX

i=0

I

f(x(i)) 6=y

(i) (28)

where f(x(i)) is the classification function and

I

x

=

⇢
1 if x is True
0 otherwise

(29)

The advantage of this metric is its interpretability and that it directly mea-
sures the outcome of the classification, but it is not always a fair metric if
there is an imbalance in the target classes. In Klarna’s case of credit scoring,
where the two classes are goods and bads, there is a big di↵erence between
the number of samples since a vast majority of the customers pay their bills
on time. This means that the zero-one-loss of a model that fails on predict-
ing bads will not be as a↵ected as a model that fails to predict goods since
there are many more examples of the latter. In other words, from a zero-
one-loss perspective, it is better to create a model which always classifies
transactions as goods if the probability estimate is indeterminate, i.e. close
to P

cut

. Another drawback of the zero-one-loss is its obvious sensitivity to
the chosen probability of default cuto↵. In this project P

cut

= 0.5 has been
used when calculating the zero-one-loss.

2.4.2 GINI

The GINI metric is based on the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve, which is a plot of the true positive rate versus the false positive rate
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for varying probability cuto↵s P
cut

, ranging between 0 and 1 [12]. The true
positive rate is the fraction of true positives out of all positives, which in
this project means the number of actual bads classified as bads out of all
bads. Similarly, the false positive rate is the fraction of false positives out of
all negatives, that is, the number of goods classified as bads out of all goods.
A typical ROC plot is shown in Fig. 2. The GINI is defined as

decreasing P

cut
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Figure 2: An illustration of a ROC curve where the true positive rate is
plotted as a function of the false positive rate for varying probability cuto↵s
P

cut

.

GINI = 2AUC� 1 (30)

where AUC stands for the Area Under the Curve of the ROC plot. GINI
shows how sensitive the classifier is to changes in P

cut

but does not give any
indication of how well the model performs at the chosen cuto↵ [19]. A high
GINI indicates that the model is good and that it is not very sensitive to
sub-optimal choices of P

cut

.

2.4.3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be used to investigate if a set of observed
samples comes from a certain probability distribution or to compare two
probability distributions and see how much they di↵er [19]. This test is used
to compare two di↵erent things in this project: 1) to see if the probability
of default estimate is accurate by comparing it with the samples in the test
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set; and 2) to see how well the model discriminates between goods and bads,
i.e. how much their distributions di↵er.

The test is made by plotting the cumulative distribution function of the in-
vestigated distribution together with the cumulative sample distribution. In
this project this means plotting the cumulative distribution of bads, referred
to as actual bads, as the score increases together with the cumulative sum of
the estimated probability of default, referred to as expected bads. The same
is done for goods but then compared to the cumulative sum of 1 � pd, the
complement to the probability of default, called expected goods. This way it
is possible to see how well the probability of default estimate is by comparing
how well its cumulative distribution fits the actual number of bads or goods
at each score. It is also possible to see how well the model discriminates
between goods and bads by comparing their cumulative probability distri-
butions: The bigger the di↵erence the more likely it is that goods and bads
are recognised as coming from di↵erent distributions by the model.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (KS), seen in Fig. 3, is the distance
between the investigated distributions at the point where the separation
is greatest. In this project the KS between the expected distributions for
goods and bads are used as a metric of the models performance. A visual

K
S

Score

R
at
e

Figure 3: Illustration showing the KS, which is the largest distance between
the two cumulative distributions.

inspection of the plots of the cumulative distributions can indicate how well
the model predicts the actual probability of default, for example if the curves
for expected and actual number of goods are very close to each other this
indicates a good pd estimate.

Note that the KS metric itself only provides a measure at the score where the
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discrimination is highest which does not guarantee a good general probabil-
ity of default estimation. This is not necessarily the same as the probability
cuto↵ used in classification and therefore the KS might sometimes be mis-
leading.

2.4.4 Root Mean Squared Error

This metric can be used to measure how good the actual probability estimate
is but does not give any information about the discriminative performance
of the model. The definition of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is

RMSE =

vuut 1

N

NX

i=1

(pd
i

� y

i

)2 (31)

where N is the number of transactions, pd the probability of default and y

is the label of each transaction. This is a good metric when the number of
samples, N , is large enough to expect that the fraction of defaults approaches
the probability of default for an accurate model.

2.4.5 Score to Log-odds Plot

Like the KS plot the score to log-odds plot is a graph which allows visual
inspection of a model’s performance [19]. The odds are defined as odds =
1�pd

pd

and from (1) we can see that there is a linear relation between the
score and the logarithm of the odds. The score to log-odds plot is based on
a comparison between the actual and expected log-odds in di↵erent score
intervals. The expected odds refers to the odds predicted by the model while
the actual log-odds has to be estimated from the data points in each score
interval by estimating the probability of default as

pd =
number of bads

number of transactions
. (32)

For this estimate to be accurate there has to be enough transactions in each
score interval to approach the actual pd. In this project the estimate has
been considered to be accurate enough if there are at least 40 goods and 40
bads in each score interval. For each score to log-odds plot that is made, the
score intervals are selected so that this criteria is fulfilled. If there are too
few of either class, the score interval is merged with a neighbouring interval
until the criteria is met.

The score to log-odds plot is made by drawing the actual odds and the
average expected odds in the centre of each score interval. As can be seen
on the expected odds points they do not always follow the theoretical relation
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between score and odds. This is due to the fact that the odds are averaged
over the entire score interval and that the transformation from probability
to log-odds is not linear.

2.4.6 Marginal Information Value

A commonly used metric in credit scoring for determining the contributing
factor of an introduced variable is the Marginal Information Value (MIV)
[11]. The MIV for a specific variable can be defined in two steps. First, by
defining the weight of evidence (WoE) as the logarithm of the ratio between
the distribution of goods and bads for the ith state of a variable

WoE
i

= log

✓
distr goods

i

distr bads
i

◆
, (33)

where i 2 {0, 1} in the case of binary data. The MIV is then defined as the
sum of the di↵erence between the actual WoE and the expected WoE from
the model, weighted by the di↵erence between the proportions of goods and
bads for the respective state

MIV =
X

i

(distr goods
i

� distr bads
i

) (WoE
i,actual

�WoE
i,expected

) . (34)

When binary variables are used the actual distribution of goods and bads
can be simplified to

distr goods
i

=
number of goods

number of transactions

����
i

distr bads
i

=
number of bads

number of transactions

����
i

that is, the number of goods or bads divided by the total number of trans-
actions, given the binary state i 2 {0, 1} of the variable. The expected
distributions of goods and bads are obtained by

distr goods
i

=

P
k2Di

pd

kP
k2D pd

k

distr goods
i

=

P
k2Di

(1� pd

k

)
P

k2D(1� pd

k

)

where the notation k 2 D
i

means only the transactions having the ith state
of the variable and k 2 D means all transactions.
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3 Method

In section 2.2 it was described how an RBM can be used to find the distribu-
tion of the data, in this case the transactions of Klarna, and how each hidden
node can be considered to have an “idea” about the data. It is these ideas
that will provide information about what kind of interaction-variables that
might be suitable to use in the logistic regression. However, even though
the RBM has found the distribution of the data it is not certain that this
distribution is relevant from a risk-perspective. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop a method to find hidden nodes which contain ideas about the risk-
behaviour in the population and hence adding information when estimating
the probability of default.

This can be done by using the logistic regression with the hidden nodes
sampled from the visible data as input variables. Since the training of the
logistic regression is supervised, and the regularisation reduces the impact
of “uninteresting” nodes, it is possible to find the hidden nodes that are
relevant from a risk-perspective. When the relevant nodes have been found,
their connection to the visible layer is investigated which can reveal the
idea the node has about the data and from that information it might be
possible to create an interaction-variable. This workflow; how to train an
RBM to find an interesting distribution; then identify the most valuable
hidden nodes and finally use them to find interaction variables, is described
in this section.

3.1 RBM Training Strategies

When training the RBM on the entire data set, parts of the distribution that
are interesting from a risk-perspective might be neglected by the machine if
it is only a small part of the total population’s distribution. That is, if a sub-
population is small compared to the total population, the cost of the RBM
might not decrease enough from finding the sub-population’s distribution
in the training compared to if it focuses more on the majority of the pop-
ulation. Therefore it is interesting to train the RBM on sub-populations to
find their distributions more accurately and see if the hidden nodes contain
information that can be used to construct interaction-variables which have
a high impact on those particular sub-population. One such sub-population
are the bads in the data set which of course are of special interest in the
classification even though they constitute only a few percent of the total
data. To have hidden nodes representing both the distributions of goods
and bads it is possible to train two di↵erent RBMs, one with only goods in
the data and one with only bads and then use the hidden nodes from both
RBMs in a logistic regression. The advantage of this approach compared to
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training only one RBM with the entire data set, is that the distribution of
bads will not be neglected.

It is possible to use more than one hidden layer in the RBM which will allow
it to find the data distribution in several steps. The nodes of the second
hidden layer is then only connected to the nodes of the first hidden layer and
so on. For each added layer, the complexity, and hopefully the information
value, of the nodes will increase [3]. When using several layers only the last
layer of hidden nodes should be used in the logistic regression.

3.2 Finding Interesting Hidden Nodes

When the RBM is trained and the most valuable hidden nodes are to be
found, one possibility is to look at the weights of the hidden nodes. Since in a
regularised logistic regression a large weight often indicates a high relevance,
the most valuable hidden nodes should obtain weights that are large in mag-
nitude. However, if training the logistic regression with only hidden nodes, it
is possible that some nodes with high weights will be highly correlated with
one type of visible nodes and thus not providing any information about suit-
able interaction-variables. This will be referred to as co-linearity and means
that a hidden node is simply representing one, or a few correlated, visible
nodes. To avoid this problem, the logistic regression can be trained with the
hidden and the visible nodes. Then, since the regularisation should remove
all but one of the correlated nodes, the hidden nodes obtaining large weights
can be considered to add information in the classification of goods and bads.
Unfortunately it is still not certain that the nodes obtaining large weights
will be useful when constructing interaction-variables since it might be the
hidden node that “survives” the regularisation in the case of co-linearity. In
fact, this is quite likely to occur since it is common for a hidden node to
be activated by several di↵erent bins of a variable. For example if a node
has an idea that the person making a transaction is young, the hidden node
might be activated for the three lowest age-bins. If this provides almost as
much information as the three separate age-bins, the minimisation of (27)
will remove the three visible nodes and replace them with the one hidden
node since it will make it possible to replace three weights with one. Even
though the second term in (27), the likelihood, will increase slightly due to
the coarser binning of the age-variable, the gain of removing three weights
will be bigger if not the regularisation parameter is high.

Due to this issue it is sometimes more useful to use the marginal information
value described in Section 2.4.6 which says how much information the node
adds to the model which only uses visible nodes. Often when looking for
new interaction-variables it is a good idea to consider both the nodes with
high marginal information value and the nodes with high weights.
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3.3 Constructing Interaction-variables

When an RBM has been trained and some hidden nodes that are significant
to the probability of default estimate are found, the last step is to find the
actual interaction-variables. This is made by interpreting the contents, i.e.
the ideas, of the hidden nodes. The process requires a fair amount of manual
work and understanding of the variables which constitutes each node. The
interaction-variables are constructed by considering the activation probabil-
ities from the chosen hidden node to all the visible nodes. Since the weight
matrix of the RBM is symmetric, a high activation probability when go-
ing from a hidden to a visible node means that the probability that the
hidden node activates increases if the visible node is active when sampling
hidden data. Similarly, a low activation probability means that the proba-
bility that the hidden node activates decreases and an activation probability
of 0.5 means that the particular visible node does not a↵ect the activation
probability of the hidden node.

Note that it is only the weight matrix W in (13) and (14) that is symmetric,
not the biases. Therefore, when inspecting the hidden nodes, only the unbi-
ased probability, given by P (v

i

= 1|h) = �(w
i·h), instead of P (v

i

= 1|h) =
�(b

i

+w

i·h), is considered. The biases adjust the activation probabilities so
that the average behaviour is included in them, meaning that visible nodes
that are very rare will receive biases reducing their activation probabilities
when going from hidden to visible data.

Since a high activation probability indicates that the visible node is an
important part of the hidden node that is investigated, the visible nodes with
a high activation probability should probably be required to be an active
part of the new interaction variable. Similarly, low activation probabilities
means that the variable should be required to be inactive in the interaction
variable. The constitutions of the hidden nodes are complex and it is not
as easy as just setting upper and lower threshold values for the activation
probabilities. The ideas of the nodes might for example concern two separate
parts of the data distribution for which two di↵erent interaction variables
should be constructed or maybe only one of the two ideas is relevant in the
classification task. It is also common that visible nodes that are correlated
with each other appear together in a hidden node, i.e. they all have equally
high (or low) activation probabilities, and then it might not be necessary
to include them all in an interaction-variable. One also has to be careful
not to construct too niched interaction-variables that will only be active
for a very small part of the population. That type of variables will rarely
contribute to the model and are likely to be “overfitted” to the training data
and will not provide valuable information if the population’s distribution
changes slightly over time. Furthermore, there are legal restrictions saying
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that a credit provider must be able to motivate why a customer is not
given credit. Therefore the interaction-variables have to make sense from a
business perspective and not be too abstract.

3.4 Expectations

To investigate how much impact one can expect from modelling non-linearities
using interaction-variables, two investigations were made. First a non-linear
model known as Random Forest [13] was used to get an estimate of the
highest possible improvement which can be obtained by modelling the non-
linearities in the data. The second investigation regarded the impact on
the logistic regression performance, when changing the number of features
slightly.

A random forest is a non-linear model based on decision trees [13]. A decision
tree looks at one feature at a time and assigns the investigated data point
to one of the trees “branches” depending on the feature value. When all
features have been considered the data point is at the end of the tree, at
its “leaves”, and assigned to the class to which the leaf belongs. A random
forest consists of a set of decision trees where each tree only considers a
subset of the available features, the di↵erent subsets can have features in
common. The classification is made by letting each tree “vote” on which
class it thinks the feature vector belongs to and the data point is assigned to
the class which gets the majority of the votes. In the case considered here,
the probability of default estimate is the fraction of trees which classifies the
transaction as bad.

A random forest with 1000 trees gave the following results: Zero-one-loss
decreases with 17.2 %, GINI increases with 8.0 %, KS decreases with 3.9
% and RMSE decreases with 11.3 %. That is, a major improvement in
all metrics apart from KS which gets a little worse. This has to do with
the nature of the random forest which, if not trained very carefully, will
often give pd estimates from a limited set of values, i.e. di↵erent but similar
transactions are likely to get the exact same pd while a logistic regression
is more prone to give them slightly di↵erent values. These discrete steps
in pd causes problems for the KS plots which can explain the decrease in
KS. Still, the random forest shows that there is a lot to gain from modelling
non-linearities and it indicates how much improvement is possible.

To estimate how much impact one can expect from adding just a few vari-
ables the opposite was investigated: A few important features from the
original feature set were removed to see how much worse the logistic re-
gression became. The idea is that one should not expect to get a bigger
performance increase from adding a few nodes than the performance de-
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crease by removing some of the most important features. This is a very
qualitative investigation but still gives a hint of what to expect. For exam-
ple, when removing the age-variable the zero-one-loss increases with 0.35 %,
GINI decreases with 0.08 %, KS decreases with 0.1 % and RMSE increases
with 0.067 %. Apparently, the decrease in performance is quite small and
one should probably not expect to be able to reach the levels of the random
forest by only adding new variables to the logistic regression.

3.5 Implementation

The models and metrics described in Section 2 have been implemented using
Python 2.7 together with the two machine learning packages Scikit [17] and
Theano [4]. The code, which is attached in the appendix, is built up of
modules with di↵erent functionalities:

rbm theano

Represents the RBM object, containing information about the model
parameters, weights and biases. The module also contains methods
for training the RBM, as well as sampling hidden from visible nodes.

analysis

A module for analysing the RBMs and finding the most interesting
hidden nodes to be used as a basis of constructing interaction-variables.
It also contains methods for constructing and adding these interaction-
variables to the model to investigate the performance increase.

metrics

Contains all of the metrics, described in Section 2.4, used for evaluating
the performance of the models.

utilities

Includes many of the support methods needed for example when pro-
ducing and saving the plots from the experiments.

User examples in the appendix show how these modules can be used for
modelling and analysing the RBM to find interaction variables.

4 Modelling

There are many parameters that a↵ect the training of the RBM; number
of hidden nodes, number of epochs, learning rate, batch size, regularisation
parameter and the number of Gibbs steps, and the interaction between them
is complex. Therefore it is necessary to use several di↵erent parameter
configurations when training an RBM to find the settings which lets the
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machine find the distribution of the data as good as possible. In [14] Hinton
gives guidelines to these parameters but they depend a lot on the data and
a lot of experiments were necessary to find a good set of parameters. All
investigated data sets came from the same Klarna Account data but, as
described in Section 3.1, many subsets of this data were investigated. The
most interesting results were obtained when training on only bads but also
when combining the hidden nodes from two di↵erent RBMs, one trained on
only goods and one trained on only bads. Using the hidden nodes from an
RBM trained with only goods did not yield very interesting results. Neither
did RBMs trained on the entire data set, possibly due to the imbalance
between the two classes. To remove the issue with imbalanced classes some
models were trained with a data set where the number of goods had been
reduced so that an equal amount of goods and bads existed in the training
set. However, this did not yield any remarkable results either.

The results from all investigated RBMs and data sets are available in Tables
3 - 4 in the appendix. This section will contain a brief description of the
di↵erent parameter sets which can be used as guidelines for the settings
when modelling on the Klarna Account data. Note that the guidelines are
based on simple observations during the modelling, no thorough analysis of
the parameters and their interactions have been made.

During the modelling it was noted that for a majority of the data sets the
most interesting nodes were obtained when using between 450 and 600 nodes
in the hidden layer which is between 50% and 75% of the number of visible
nodes. The nodes became harder to interpret when using more nodes and
reducing the number of hidden nodes degraded the performance.

The batch size, learning rate and the number of epochs seem to interact
a lot and has a great impact on the convergence of the RBM training. In
most cases it is possible to use a learning rate of 0.1 together with 20-50
epochs and a batch size between 10 and 100 [14]. Decreasing the learning
rate below 0.05 and increasing the number of epochs rarely improved the
results. A decrease in learning rate should be followed by an increase in
the number of epochs, since the parameter updates of each epoch become
smaller.

It is interesting to note that increasing the number of Gibbs step, which
theoretically should lead to a more accurate gradient estimate, does not
seem to improve the results. In fact, increasing the number of Gibbs step
sometimes made it hard for the RBM to converge and even if it did, the
performance worsened when using the hidden nodes in a logistic regression
compared to an RBM with identical settings apart from the number of Gibbs
step. Initially, Gibbs sampling was made using both CD and PCD but it
was quickly noted that the latter gave best results, in accordance to the
statement in [20].
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The regularisation often made it easier to interpret the nodes since many
small weights were reduced to zero, but using too strong a regularisation
often made it di�cult for the RBM to converge. The di↵erence between
using L1 and L2 regularisation was small but in slight favour to L1 so after
a few initial attempts all models were trained using only L1 regularisation to
reduce the number of parameters in the modelling. A regularisation weight
cost of 0.001 seems suitable even though it is often possible to use values
up to 0.01. Increasing the weight cost further made it hard for the RBM to
converge and using a weight cost lower than 0.001 did not give results very
di↵erent from those without regularisation.

The choice of parameters becomes more complex when modelling an RBM
with more than one hidden layer and within the time of the project no
successful configuration was found for multi-layered RBMs. A guess how-
ever, is that more hidden nodes should be used in the first layer and then
the number of hidden nodes should decrease slightly for each added layer
to get a suitable number of nodes, according to the discussion above, is
obtained.

The time it takes to train an RBM depends a lot of the parameter choices.
Obviously the time increases linearly with the number of epochs and in each
epoch the greatest bottleneck seems to be the number of Gibbs steps used in
the gradient estimate. A bigger batch size and fewer hidden nodes speed up
the calculations but does not have much impact on the total computational
time compared to the number of epochs and number of Gibbs steps. Training
an RBM with 450 hidden nodes, a batch size of 100 and 5 Gibbs steps for
20 epochs with approximately 400000 transactions took about 18 hours.
Decreasing the number of Gibbs step to 1 reduced the training-time down
to 6 hours.

5 Results

In this section results from the numerical experiments, that have been car-
ried out to investigate the performance of the implemented model, are pre-
sented. The data considered consists of approximately 400000 transactions
collected during one year from customers choosing to use the Klarna Ac-
count product. The number of binary variables in the data set are 852. As
mentioned in Section 2.1, the data set is split into a training set D

train

and
a test set D

test

, 66 % of the data is used for training and 33 % is used for
evaluating the model. The data is shu✏ed using Python’s random generator
to assure that the data is not presented to the models in some kind of order
which might a↵ect the training.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, di↵erent techniques have been investigated for
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the training of the RBM, especially the use of subsets of the data. A selection
of the most prominent results from these experiments can be seen in Table
1. The table shows the improvement in percent in the di↵erent metrics
when the RBM have trained with the whole dataset including both goods
and bads, only bads and when two separate RBMs have been trained, one
using only goods and one using only bads. The result shows that training
the RBM using only bads outperforms the other techniques in all of the
metrics.

Table 1: Improvement in metrics for di↵erent training techniques when
adding all hidden nodes.

Training technique Zero-one-loss GINI KS RMSE

Goods and bads -0.46 % 0.34 % 1.75 % -0.25 %
Goods and bads separately 2.45 % 0.97 % 3.55 % 1.16 %

Only bads 2.60 % 1.67 % 4.31 % 1.63 %

The results presented in Table 1, trained with only bads, originates from
an RBM using 450 hidden nodes to capture interactions between variables.
The duration of the training was 20 epochs using a learning rate of 0.1, a
batch size of 10 and a L1 regularisation parameter of 0.001. Furthermore,
only one step was used in the Gibbs chain between parameter updates in
the stochastic gradient descent.

The score to log-odds plot, for this particular RBM, using only visible data
can be seen in Fig. 4(a), and in Fig. 4(b) the visible data have been ex-
tended with all hidden nodes produced by the network. Comparing the
plots, there is a noticeable improvement in some score intervals, especially
the lower ones, when using the extended data set. That is, there is a reduc-
tion in the discrepancy between the expected and actual odds of a customer
defaulting. The same improvement can be seen in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b)
when comparing the KS plots before and after the addition of the hidden
nodes. There are four curves in Fig. 5 but the Actual goods and Expected
goods coincide almost completely so only three curves are distinguishable in
the figure.

As Table 1 shows, it is possible to increase the performance of the logistic
regression model by including interactions in the form of hidden nodes. To
investigate which of the hidden nodes contribute the most in the improve-
ment, an experiment where a few nodes are added to the model at a time
is performed. First, the importance of the hidden nodes is estimated using
MIV after which they are arranged in descending order. The nodes are then
added to the model, ten at a time, and the di↵erent metrics are observed.
In Fig. 6, the percentage improvement in GINI is plotted as a function of
the number of hidden nodes added, arranged by decreasing MIV. The plot
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(a) Only using visible data.
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(b) Visible data extended with hidden variables.

Figure 4: Score to log-odds for visible data as well as visible data extended
with hidden variables.
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(b) Visible data extended with hidden variables.

Figure 5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov plots for visible data as well as visible data
extended with hidden variables.
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shows a large performance increase for the first few added nodes and then
the improvement is small. The corresponding percentage improvement in
KS and RMSE can be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. In these met-
rics there seem to be more of a linear improvement when the hidden nodes
are added in the same fashion.
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Figure 6: The percentage increases in GINI as more hidden nodes are added
to the existing model, ten at a time.

After manually constructing interaction variables from the “ideas” produced
by the RBM, using the method described in Section 3.3, these where added
to Klarna’s internal decision model one at a time. The model uses a fea-
ture selection algorithm, reducing the total number of variables used from
852 to about 60, which are most important for the credit scoring. When
the constructed interaction-variables were presented to the feature selection
algorithm a number of them were included in the model and they were also
significant according to a p-value test [1] in the logistic regression. These
interaction-variables are presented in Table 2, which also shows the visible
nodes needed to be active and inactive for that specific variable, together
with the percent increase in GINI before and after including the interaction-
variable. The notation used to describe the active and inactive nodes is that
a range of indices means that at least one of those nodes has to be active
or inactive for that particular interaction-variable, i.e. v1�3 in the active
column would mean that at least one of the visible nodes v1, v2 or v3 has to
be active.
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Figure 7: The percentage increases in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic as
more hidden nodes are added to the existing model, ten at a time.
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Figure 8: The percentage decrease in RMSE as more hidden nodes are added
to the existing model, ten at a time.
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Table 2: Interaction-variables that were included in Klarna’s internal model
after the feature selection. Also tabulated are the visible nodes that has
to be active and inactive for the specific interction-variable, as well as the
improvement in GINI.

Hidden node Active Inactive GINI(%)

Interaction-variable 1 v750�752 v813,v814 0.4 %
Interaction-variable 2 v282, v290, v298 - 0.2 %
Interaction-variable 3 v397, v685, v741 - 0.1 %

6 Discussion

It is interesting to note that the best results were obtained with the RBMs
trained with only bads. This is most likely because the bads’ distribution is
very important in the probability of default estimate and it is crucial that
the RBM finds this distribution. As mentioned earlier, when training an
RBM on the entire data set the bads constitute just a few percent of the
total population and the RBM gains very little in the training from getting
an accurate estimate of their distribution. Instead, it is more likely that
the RBM tries to distinguish di↵erent types of goods and even though that
information might be interesting for some purposes it does not help a lot
in the classification of goods and bads. The reason for this is that most
of the good customers have a very low probability of default and many of
the performance metrics used here are not very dependent on the model’s
ability from separating good customers from “very good” customers when
the test set is not very large. For example if we compare two di↵erent models
where model 1 cannot distinguish between customers having pd = 0.0001,
corresponding to a score of 750, from those with pd = 0.0005, which is a score
of approximately 700, while model 2 manages to make this distinction. The
former probability of default means that on average 1 of 10000 customers
will default and the latter means that on average 5 of 10000 will default.
Hence, if not having a test set large enough to expect that the fraction
of bads approaches the actual probability of default in a particular score
interval, the uncertainty in the metrics will be higher than the improvement
of the model. This problem is most pronounced in high score intervals where
the number of bads is very low.

There is one more reason to why it is more important to find the distribution
of bads rather than the distribution of goods when it comes to discriminating
between the two classes: Since the data set consists of transactions which
previously have been approved by some credit scoring model it means that
all transactions have once been considered good enough to be given credit.
Therefore, really bad customers are not represented in the data since they
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were not given credit to begin with and hence we cannot tell if they would
have paid their invoices or not. This is a very common problem in credit
scoring and is often referred to as reject inference [9]. Due to this issue,
it becomes more important to have accurate pd-estimates for transactions
in low score intervals since they are all borderline cases when deciding on
whether or not to give a customer credit. Therefore, uncertainty in low score
intervals, where there are a lot of bads, a↵ects the model’s discriminating
performance much more than uncertainty in high score intervals. When
training an RBM on only bads you are focusing on the low score intervals
which can explain why the best results are obtained with these RBMs.

When combining the nodes from one RBM trained with only bads and one
trained with only goods the results were good but the most interesting nodes
were still the ones originating from the RBM trained with bads, which fol-
lows from the preceding argument. Due to this, only a few models with nodes
from two di↵erent RBMs were investigated since the aim of the project was
to find nodes which can be used to construct interaction variables, not to
find a model which performed well using the hidden nodes.

The improvement of the logistic regression when using the hidden nodes
shows that there exist non-linearities in the data and that non-linear vari-
ables, such as the hidden nodes, can improve the model. Fig. 7 and 8 show
that the performance improvement is almost linear to the number of added
hidden nodes even though they have been added in descending order of MIV,
which implicates that there is a complex interplay between the nodes and
that they all contribute. In Fig. 6 the biggest performance increase comes
from the first added nodes which indicates that MIV, in fact, is a good
measure of added information value. However, it is also evident that the
performance of the model keeps increasing when more hidden nodes added,
further proving the complex interplay between the hidden nodes. A possi-
ble explanation to why the GINI increases more rapidly than the KS and
RMSE could be that MIV is more indicative to the GINI metric than the
others.

The fact that some of the interaction-variables survived the feature selection
and improved the GINI of Klarna’s internal logistic regression model shows
that it is possible to create interaction-variables based on the composition
of the hidden nodes. One of the interaction-variables consisted of variables
which all existed separately in Klarna’s model but still it managed to add
enough information to be considered significant and hence survive the fea-
ture selection. This is interesting since usually when introducing variables
that are heavily correlated to the existing variables the improvement is small
[10] and an interaction-variable is almost always quite heavily correlated to
its constituents. Therefore, it is not as surprising that the variable with
none of its constituents in the model are included in the model. What has
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happened then is that each variable in the interaction-variable itself does
not contain enough information but combined into a non-linear variable the
total information value is enough to be included in the model and this also
proves the value of using non-linearities in an otherwise linear model.

The improvement of the logistic regression was fairly small when introducing
hidden nodes and interaction-variables, far away from what the random
forest described in Section 3.4 managed to achieve. This indicates that it is
probably hard to reach the modelling capacity of a fully non-linear model,
such as the random forest, by only using interaction-variables. However,
the investigation made in Section 3.4, when a few of the visible features
were removed from the model, showed that a small change in the number
of variables does not have a great impact on the model. In other words,
achieving the same results as the random forest using interaction-variables
is probably an unrealistic expectation even though there is a lot to gain
from modelling the non-linearities. This agrees with Hand’s discussion in
[10] where he explains how the impact of introducing new features decreases
when the number of features in the model is high, and the new features
have some correlation to the already existing ones. Considering that Klarna
uses more than 800 features prior to the feature selection, and that the
interaction-variables are correlated to the existing features by definition, it
is understandable that the impact of the new variables is fairly small.

During the analysis of the di↵erent RBMs it was noted that the ones giving
the best results also had the most interesting hidden nodes to use as inspi-
ration for new interaction-variables. The connection between the model’s
performance in the classification and the hidden nodes’ interpretability is
not an obvious one but very important for the construction of interaction-
variables. Hence, a very important result of this project is that an RBM
whose nodes improves the logistic regression model often provides inter-
pretable information about the distribution of the data and this informa-
tion can be used for many things, one of them being the construction of
interaction variables.

7 Conclusion

A Python program which can be used to find interaction-variables allow-
ing modelling of non-linearities in a linear logistic regression, has been de-
veloped. The program trains an RBM whose hidden nodes are used in a
logistic regression so that their relevance when estimating credit risk can
be determined. To evaluate the performance of the logistic regression sev-
eral di↵erent metrics are used; GINI, KS, score to log-odds and RMSE,
which all are included in the developed program. It has been found that
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the hidden nodes which improve the logistic regression the most are of-
ten the nodes containing the most valuable information when constructing
interaction-variables.

The improved performance of the logistic regression when adding the hidden
nodes to the logistic regression indicates that the RBM has managed to find
the data’s distribution from a risk-perspective and it also proves the benefit
of using non-linear variables. The non-linearities in the data can to some
extent be modelled by the constructed interaction-variables which improves
Klarna’s current credit scoring model.
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A Modeling Results

During the modelling procedure many parameter combinations where inves-
tigated, which can be seen in Table 3, 4 and 5. The parameters are:

• The number of hidden nodes N

• The learning rate lr

• The batch size bs

• The number of epochs ep

• The L1-regulatisation parameter L1

• The number of Gibbs steps g
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Table 3: The percentage increase in the metrics with varying parameters
when training the RBM using the whole data set.
N lr bs ep L1 g Z1(%) GINI(%) KS(%) RMSE(%)

300 0.05 100 50 0.001 5 -0.32 -0.19 -0.02 0.02
400 0.1 1000 20 0.001 5 -0.6 -0.64 -0.13 -0.42
450 0.01 100 100 0 1 -0.46 -0.34 1.75 -0.25
450 0.01 100 50 0.001 10 -0.64 -0.53 0.53 -0.28
450 0.05 100 50 0.001 5 -0.53 -0.33 0.48 -0.16
450 0.1 100 20 0.001 1 -0.21 -0.26 0.09 -0.13
450 0.1 100 20 0.001 5 -0.5 -0.77 -0.97 -0.29
450 0.1 1000 20 0.001 5 -0.99 -0.73 0.14 -0.43
450 0.1 1000 20 0.01 5 -0.5 -0.96 -0.19 -0.36
450 0.1 10000 20 0.001 5 -0.85 -0.81 0.87 -0.46
500 0.01 100 100 0.001 2 -1.28 -0.75 0.8 -0.35
800 0.01 100 50 0.001 5 -1.63 -1.45 0.62 -0.69

Table 4: The percentage increase in the metrics with varying parameters
when training the RBM using only goods.
N lr bs ep L1 g Z1(%) GINI(%) KS(%) RMSE(%)

450 0.01 1000 40 0.001 5 -0.78 -0.67 0.86 -0.38
450 0.01 1000 40 0.01 5 -0.92 -0.92 0.76 -0.43
450 0.005 100 20 0.001 5 -0.96 -0.35 0.48 -0.23
450 0.1 100 20 0.001 1 0.6 -0.35 -0.17 -0.17
450 0.1 100 20 0.001 5 -0.82 -0.35 -0.76 -0.26
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Table 5: The percentage increase in the metrics with varying parameters
when training the RBM using only bads.
N lr bs ep L1 g Z1(%) GINI(%) KS(%) RMSE(%)

400 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 -0.07 -0.06 1.16 -0.02
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 3 0.21 -0.02 0.61 0.28
10 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 -0.18 0.04 0.04 0.01
10 0.1 10 50 0.001 1 -0.07 0 0.07 -0.04
100 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 0.32 0.39 1.22 0.22
200 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 0.78 0.61 1.99 0.7
250 0.1 10 20 0.001 5 0.75 1 2.63 0.94
300 0.01 10 20 0.001 5 -0.64 -0.4 0.38 -0.22
300 0.01 100 50 0.001 10 -1.42 -0.69 0.52 -0.34
300 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 1.81 1.28 2.84 1.19
4 0.01 10 20 0.001 1 0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.02
4 0.1 10 20 0.001 15 -0.28 0.02 0.07 0.01
400 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 0.57 0.94 2.98 1.02
450 0.005 10 100 0.001 5 -0.43 -0.93 0.06 -0.4
450 0.01 10 50 0.001 10 -1.56 -0.69 -0.02 -0.38
450 0.01 100 50 0.001 10 -0.85 -0.78 0.86 -0.5
450 0.05 10 15 0.001 1 0.14 0.82 3.21 0.6
450 0.05 10 20 0.001 1 -0.14 1.04 2.94 0.55
450 0.05 100 100 0.001 5 -0.96 -0.79 -0.1 -0.3
450 0.1 10 10 0.001 1 2.24 1.17 4.12 1.3
450 0.1 10 10 0.001 5 1.28 0.58 2.13 0.73
450 0.1 10 15 0.001 1 1.46 1.45 4.26 1.34
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 2.59 1.67 4.31 1.63
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 15 0.07 0.5 2.28 0.71
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 15 0.07 0.5 2.28 0.71
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 2 0.57 1 2.74 0.96
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 3 0.36 0.41 2.4 0.69
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 5 0.75 0.93 3.02 0.88
450 0.1 10 20 0.001 5 0.75 0.93 3.02 0.88
450 0.1 10 25 0.001 1 0.57 0.97 3.4 1.14
450 0.1 10 50 0.001 5 0.53 0.99 2.28 0.78
500 0.1 10 10 0.001 1 0.5 0.91 3.02 0.81
500 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 1.35 1.16 3.4 1.24
600 0.05 10 20 0.001 1 0.92 0.68 3.88 0.91
600 0.1 10 10 0.001 1 0.53 1 3.31 0.96
600 0.1 10 15 0.001 1 0.82 0.75 3.76 0.98
600 0.1 10 20 0.001 1 1.71 1.35 4.29 1.33
600 0.1 10 25 0.001 1 1.35 0.94 3.89 1.13
800 0.01 10 20 0.001 5 -0.85 -1.11 0.5 -0.52
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B Example code

""" Script to model and evaluate the RBM """
import cPickle
import numpy
import metrics
import analysis
import datetime
import os
import utilities
import time
from rbm_theano import RBM # The modified code from

deeplearning
from sklearn.cross_validation import train_test_split
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
from sklearn import metrics as met
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import composite

def model(X_train , y_train , C_val):
""" For use when modeling to reduce code redundancy

"""
if isinstance(C_val , list): # If C is a list , do CV

#Find optimal regularization parameter , C.
Smaller C means stronger regularization.

C, fig = utilities.cross_val(X_train , y_train ,
C_val , n_folds =5)

#Logistic regression
clf = LogisticRegression(penalty=’l2’, C=C)
clf.fit(X_train , y_train)

else: # C is specified
#Logistic regression
clf = LogisticRegression(penalty=’l2’, C=C_val)
clf.fit(X_train , y_train)
C = C_val

return clf , C

def metric(X_test , y_test , clf , name , outputs_folder ,
load_string):
""" For use when evaluate models to reduce code

redundancy """
pd = clf.predict_proba(X_test)[:, 1]
logprob = clf.predict_log_proba(X_test)
loglik = metrics.loglik(logprob , y_test)

#Metrics for the logistic regression on the visible
data

zero_one_loss = clf.score(X_test , y_test)
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zero_one_loss = (1 - zero_one_loss)*100
try:

auc = met.auc_score(y_test , pd)
gini = 2*auc - 1

except ValueError as e:
print e
print "Could not compute GINI. Probably too

little data"
gini = -1

ks , _, fig1 = metrics.ks(pd, y_test , title=name)
utilities.save_figure(fig1 , outputs_folder +

load_string , ’KS_’ + name + ’.pdf’)
mse_per_trans = metrics.mse_per_trans(pd, y_test)

#Look at the mse for the transactions with pd in the
lowest 10%

index_low = utilities.index_under_pd(pd, 0.1)
mse_per_trans_low = metrics.mse_per_trans(pd[

index_low], y_test[index_low ])
index_high = utilities.index_over_pd(pd, 0.75)
mse_per_trans_high = metrics.mse_per_trans(pd[

index_high], y_test[index_high ])
try:

mse , fig2 = metrics.score_to_logodds(pd , y_test ,
title=name)

utilities.save_figure(fig2 , outputs_folder +
load_string , ’scorelogodds_ ’ + name + ’.pdf’)

except TypeError as e:
print "Too few goods and/or bads to fill the bins

in the score to logodds plot"
p = -1
mse = -1

return zero_one_loss , gini , ks , mse_per_trans ,
mse_per_trans_low , mse_per_trans_high , mse , pd

##############################################
#LOAD DATA AND SPLIT IT INTO TEST AND TRAINING SET

dataset_name = ’/db/thesis_data/account_data.pkl’#
dataset_abbreviation = ’acc’
outputs_folder = ’/db/thesis_data/’

# Data is assumed to be a numpy 2D-array with no missing
values.

# data is a list with a binary data -matrix X of size (
n_transactions , n_variables),

# a binary label vector y of size (n_transactions ,) and
the names of the variables

# in var_names.
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f = open(dataset_name , ’rb’)
data = cPickle.load(f)
f.close ()

X, y, var_names = data

# Split and shuffle the data -set
X_train , X_test , y_train , y_test = train_test_split(X, y,

test_size =0.33 , random_state =42)

# FOR TESTING (small data set for time)
"""
X_train = X_train [:20000 , :]
y_train = y_train [:20000]
X_test = X_test [:20000 ,:]
y_test = y_test [:20000]
"""
start = time.time()

##############################################
#CONSTRUCT RBM AND CREATE FOLDER WHERE IT SHOULD BE

STORED

n_hidden = 3
k = 1
lr = 0.01
batch_size = 1000
epochs = 1
L1 = 0.01
L2 = 0
print "Training parameters: n_hidden = %s, gibbs steps =

%s, lr = %s, batch_size = %s, epochs = %s, L1 = %s,
L2 = %s"\
%(n_hidden , k, lr , batch_size , epochs , L1 , L2)

# Construct the RBM object
rbm = RBM(n_hidden=n_hidden , k=k, lr=lr , batch_size=

batch_size , epochs=epochs ,
persistent=True , L1=L1, L2=L2)

start_date = datetime.datetime.now()
rbm.fit(X, verbose=True) # Train RBM on whole data -set

#Create a directory in which the rbm -object will be saved
together with an info text file

load_string = dataset_abbreviation + ’_h’+str(rbm.
n_hidden)+’_lr’+str(rbm.lr)+’_bs’+str(rbm.batch_size)
+\
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’_e’+str(rbm.epochs)+’_L1wc’+str(rbm.L1)+’_L2wc’+str(
rbm.L2)+’_g’+str(rbm.k)+’_date’+str(start_date.
day)+’_’+str(start_date.month)

os.chdir(outputs_folder)
os.mkdir(’./’+load_string)

print "This RBM is saved as: " + load_string
#Set the correct permissions to the folder
st = os.stat(outputs_folder + load_string)
os.chmod(outputs_folder + load_string , st.st_mode | 0o775

)
os.chdir(outputs_folder + load_string)

#Save the fitted rbm object in the directory and give it
the correct permissions

f = open(’rbm.pkl’, ’wb’)
cPickle.dump(rbm , f, protocol = -1)
f.close ()
st = os.stat(outputs_folder + load_string + ’/rbm.pkl’)
os.chmod(outputs_folder + load_string + ’/rbm.pkl’, st.

st_mode | 0o666)

#Save a .txt file with info in the same folder
f = open(’info.txt’, ’w’)
f.write(dataset_name)
f.close ()
st = os.stat(outputs_folder + load_string + ’/info.txt’)
os.chmod(outputs_folder + load_string + ’/info.txt’, st.

st_mode | 0o666)
load_string = load_string +’/’

##############################################
#READ IN ALREADY TRAINED RBM FROM PICKLE
load_string = ’acc_h450_lr0 .01 _bs1000_e50_L1wc0 .001

_L2wc0_g5_date26_4/’
f = open(outputs_folder+load_string+’rbm.pkl’, ’r’)
rbm = cPickle.load(f)
f.close ()

##############################################
print "Looking at RBM " + load_string
print "The costs in the training of this RBM was:"
print numpy.mean(rbm.cost_matrix , axis = 1)

#SAMPLE HIDDEN DATA

X_train_hidden = rbm.sample_hidden(X_train , binomial=True
)
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X_test_hidden = rbm.sample_hidden(X_test , binomial=True)

##############################################
#VISIBLE LOGISTIC REGRESSION AND ITS METRICS

C_val = 0.1#[0.08 , 0.09, 0.1, 0.12, 0.13, 0.15, 0.2]
clf_vis , C_vis = model(X_train , y_train , C_val)

zloss_vis , gini_vis_scikit , ks_vis , mse_per_trans_vis ,\
mse_per_trans_vis_low , mse_per_trans_vis_high ,

mse_vis , pd_vis = \
metric(X_test , y_test , clf_vis , ’vis’, outputs_folder

, load_string)

#Compute the marginal infor mation value for the hidden
nodes

miv_hid = metrics.marginal_in for mation_value(pd_vis ,
y_test , X_test_hidden)

##############################################
# HIDDEN LOGISTIC REGRESSION AND ITS METRICS

C_val =1# [0.001 , 0.003 , 0.005 , 0.008 , 0.01, 0.05]
clf_hid , C_hid = model(X_train_hidden , y_train , C_val)

zloss_hid , gini_hid_scikit , ks_hid , mse_per_trans_hid ,\
mse_per_trans_hid_low , mse_per_trans_hid_high ,

mse_hid , pd_hid = \
metric(X_test_hidden , y_test , clf_hid , ’hid’,

outputs_folder , load_string)

##############################################
#MAKE LOGISTIC REGRESSION WITH ALL VISIBLE AND HIDDEN

DATA

# Extend the visible data set with hidden nodes
X_train_vis_hid = numpy.hstack ([X_train , X_train_hidden ])
X_test_vis_hid = numpy.hstack ([X_test , X_test_hidden ])

C_val = 1#[0.01 , 0.03, 0.05, 0.08, 0.1]
clf_vis_hid , C_vis_hid = model(X_train_vis_hid , y_train ,

C_val)

zloss_vis_hid , gini_vis_hid_scikit , ks_vis_hid ,
mse_per_trans_vis_hid ,\
mse_per_trans_vis_hid_low , mse_per_trans_vis_hid_high

, mse_vis_hid , pd_vis_hid = \
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metric(X_test_vis_hid , y_test , clf_vis_hid , ’vis_hid ’
, outputs_folder , load_string)

#Make a scatter plot of MIV and beta -values
fig = metrics.scatter_plot(miv_hid , clf_vis_hid.coef_[0,

X_test.shape [1]:])
utilities.save_figure(fig , outputs_folder + load_string ,

’scatter.pdf’)
# The hidden nodes with the highest weights when training

with all visible and hidden data
n_look_vis_hid = 15
interesting_nodes_vis_hid = analysis.

find_interesting_nodes(clf_vis_hid.coef_[0,X_test.
shape [1]:] , miv_hid , sort_type = ’b’, n_look =
n_look_vis_hid)

##############################################
#FIND BETA VALUES OF ALL NODES

hist_vis , bin_edges_vis = numpy.histogram(clf_vis_hid.
coef_ [0,: X_test.shape [1]], bins = 10, density = True)

hist_hid , bin_edges_hid = numpy.histogram(clf_vis_hid.
coef_[0,X_test.shape [1]:] , bins = 10, density = True)

histfig = plt.figure ()
ax1 = histfig.add_subplot (211)
ax2 = histfig.add_subplot (212)
ax1.hist(clf_vis_hid.coef_[0,: X_test.shape [1]], bins =

10, normed = 0, facecolor = ’g’, range = (-2, 2))
ax2.hist(clf_vis_hid.coef_[0,X_test.shape [1]:] , bins =

10, normed = 0, facecolor = ’r’, range = (-2,2))
ax1.set_title(’Visible ’)
ax2.set_title(’Hidden ’)
utilities.save_figure(histfig , outputs_folder+load_string

, ’hist_beta_vis_hid.pdf’)

##############################################
#FIND MOST INTERESTING NODES AND PRINT THEIR CONTENTS

#Find the n_look hidden nodes with highest marginal infor
mation value

n_look = 5
interesting_nodes = analysis.find_interesting_nodes(

clf_hid.coef_[0,:], miv_hid , sort_type = ’m’, n_look
= n_look)

##############################################
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#ADD MANUALLY CONSTRUCTED COMPISTE VARIABLES AND MAKE A
LOGISTIC REGRESSION FOR THEM

#positives: A list of lists where each list has the
variables that has to be active

#for the new variable to be active. The first list
corresponds to the first new variable and so on.

#negatives: same as positives but for nodes that has to
be off

#ors: A list of lists with lists where each list has a
list with lists of variables among which

#at least one has to be active. For example
[[[0 ,1] ,[3 ,5]] ,[[0 ,2] , [1 ,4]]] means that in the

#first composite variable , nodes (0 OR 1) AND (3 OR 5)
has to be active for the composite

#variable to be active. The second composite variable (i.
e. in the second element of the

#outermost list) is active IF (0 OR 2) AND (1 OR 4).
#NOTE: Even if pos or neg only has one list ,
#this has to be a list in a list ...

positives = composite.positives
#[[],
# [369]]

negatives = composite.negatives#[[837 ,838 ,839 ,840 ,280] ,
# [388 ,383 ,373]]

ors = composite.ors#[[[369 ,373] ,[379 ,383]] ,
#[[]]]

#Add the new variables to the visible data
X_train_extended = analysis.construct_composites(X_train ,

positives , negatives , ors)
X_test_extended = analysis.construct_composites(X_test ,

positives , negatives , ors)

print ’The added nodes are active for: ’, numpy.mean(
X_test_extended [:, X_test.shape [1]:] , axis =0)

C_val = [0.05 , 0.1, 0.12, 0.15, 0.2]
clf_ext , C_ext = model(X_train_extended , y_train , C_val)

zloss_ext , gini_ext_scikit , ks_ext , mse_per_trans_ext ,\
mse_per_trans_ext_low , mse_per_trans_ext_high ,

mse_ext , pd_ext = \
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metric(X_test_extended , y_test , clf_ext , ’ext’,
outputs_folder , load_string)

##############################################
#LOOK AT A SUB -POPULATION OF THE WHOLE DATASET

# Choose one of the manually added composite variables to
extract sub -population from

sub_node = 0
pos = positives[sub_node]
neg = negatives[sub_node]
o = ors[sub_node]

sub_node_col = X_test.shape [1] + sub_node
sub_index = numpy.where(X_test_extended [:, sub_node_col

]==1) [0]
beta_ext_node = clf_ext.coef_[0, sub_node_col]

n_transactions_sub = len(sub_index)
sub_frac = n_transactions_sub *100.0/ X_test_extended.shape

[0]

X_test_ext_sub = X_test_extended[sub_index , :]
y_test_ext_sub = y_test[sub_index]

bads_sub = numpy.sum(y_test_ext_sub)*100.0/
n_transactions_sub

# Use the class ifier trained with all the composite
variables

zloss_ext_sub , gini_ext_sub_scikit , ks_ext_sub ,
mse_per_trans_ext_sub ,\
mse_per_trans_ext_sub_low , mse_per_trans_ext_sub_high

, mse_ext_sub , pd_ext_sub = \
metric(X_test_ext_sub , y_test_ext_sub , clf_ext , ’

ext_sub ’, outputs_folder , load_string)

# Data subset for the visible classifier
X_test_vis_sub = X_test[sub_index , :]
y_test_vis_sub = y_test[sub_index]

# Compare to the visible class ifier on the sub -population
zloss_vis_sub , gini_vis_sub_scikit , ks_vis_sub ,

mse_per_trans_vis_sub ,\
mse_per_trans_vis_sub_low , mse_per_trans_vis_sub_high

, mse_vis_sub , pd_vis_sub = \
metric(X_test_vis_sub , y_test_vis_sub , clf_vis , ’

vis_sub ’, outputs_folder , load_string)
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#Compute the marginal infor mation value for the hidden
nodes

miv_ext = metrics.marginal_in for mation_value(pd_vis ,
y_test , X_test_extended)

print "Beta values for the composite variables are:"
print clf_ext.coef_[0, X_test.shape [1]:]
#Make a scatter plot of MIV and beta -values
fig = metrics.scatter_plot(miv_ext , clf_ext.coef_ [0,:])

##############################################
#ADD THE MOST INTERESTING HIDDEN NODES TO THE VISIBLE

DATA AND TRAIN LOGREG

X_train_extended_hid = analysis.add_hidden(X_train ,
X_train_hidden , interesting_nodes)

X_test_extended_hid = analysis.add_hidden(X_test ,
X_test_hidden , interesting_nodes)

C_val = 1#[0.05 , 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.15]
clf_ext_hid , C_ext_hid = model(X_train_extended_hid ,

y_train , C_val)

zloss_ext_hid , gini_ext_hid_scikit , ks_ext_hid ,
mse_per_trans_ext_hid ,\
mse_per_trans_ext_hid_low , mse_per_trans_ext_hid_high

, mse_ext_hid , pd_ext_hid = \
metric(X_test_extended_hid , y_test , clf_ext_hid , ’

ext_hid ’, outputs_folder , load_string)

##############################################
# PRINTING OF THE RESULTS

stop = time.time()
runtime = (stop -start)/60

#Show the contents of the interesting nodes
print "\n\nSELECTION BY MIV\n"
analysis.print _interesting_nodes(interesting_nodes ,

clf_hid.coef_[0,:], miv_hid , rbm.hbias , rbm.W, rbm.
vbias , var_names , plot=False , lower_thresh = 0.25,
upper_thresh =0.65)

print "\n\nSELECTION BT BETA FROM VIS+HID\n"
analysis.print _interesting_nodes(

interesting_nodes_vis_hid , clf_vis_hid.coef_[0,X_test
.shape [1]:] , miv_hid , rbm.hbias , rbm.W, rbm.vbias ,
var_names , plot=False , lower_thresh = 0.25,
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upper_thresh =0.65)

print "\nThe used RBM is " + load_string
print "Analysis took %s minutes" %runtime

print "\n\n***** Results for VISIBLE data *****\n"
print "Regularization paramater C for visible data = %s"

%C_vis
print ’Zero -one loss visible data: %f’ % zloss_vis
print ’Gini for visible data using scikit: %f ’ %

gini_vis_scikit
print ’KS-statistic for visible data: %f ’ % ks_vis
print "mse per transaction for visible data = %s" %

mse_per_trans_vis
print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for

visible data = %s" %mse_per_trans_vis_low
print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for

visible data = %s" %mse_per_trans_vis_high
print "MSE on score to logodds for visible data = %s" %

mse_vis

print "\n\n***** Results for HIDDEN data *****\n"
print "Regularization paramater C for hidden data = %s" %

C_hid
print ’Zero -one loss hidden: %f %%’ % zloss_hid
print ’Gini for hidden data using scikit: %f ’ %

gini_hid_scikit
print ’KS-statistic for hidden data: %f ’ % ks_hid
print "mse for all transactions for hidden data = %s" %

mse_per_trans_hid
print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for

hidden data = %s" %mse_per_trans_hid_low
print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for

hidden data = %s" %mse_per_trans_hid_high
print "MSE in Score to logodds plot = %s " %mse_hid

"""
print "\n\n***** Results for MANUALLY EXTENDED data *****\n

"
print "Looking at node %d for which the badrate is %s%% \

n\n" %(sub_node , bads_sub)
print "Regularization paramater C for manually extended

data = %s" %C_ext
print ’Zero -one loss extended: %f %%’ % zloss_ext
print ’Gini for extended data using scikit: %f ’ %

gini_ext_scikit
print ’KS -statistic for extended data: %f ’ % ks_ext
print "mse for all transactions on manually extended data

= %s" %mse_per_trans_ext
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print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for
extended data = %s" %mse_per_trans_ext_low

print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for
extended data = %s" %mse_per_trans_ext_high

print "mse on score to logodds for manually extended data
= %s" %mse_ext

print ’\n’
print ’Zero -one loss manually extended on subset: %f %%’

% zloss_ext_sub
print ’Gini for extended subset data using scikit: %f ’ %

gini_ext_sub_scikit
print ’KS -statistic for extended subset data: %f ’ %

ks_ext_sub
print "mse for all transactions on manually extended

subset data = %s" %mse_per_trans_ext_sub
print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for

manually extended subset data = %s" %
mse_per_trans_ext_sub_low

print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for
manually extended subset data = %s" %
mse_per_trans_ext_sub_high

print ’\n’
print ’Zero -one loss visible on subset: %f %%’ %

zloss_vis_sub
print ’Gini for visible subset data using scikit: %f ’ %

gini_vis_sub_scikit
print ’KS -statistic for visible subset data: %f ’ %

ks_vis_sub
print "mse for all transactions on visible subset data =

%s" %mse_per_trans_vis_sub
print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for

visible subset data = %s" %mse_per_trans_vis_sub_low
print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for

visible subset data = %s" %mse_per_trans_vis_sub_high

print "\n\nThe subpopulation is %s %% of the total
population" %sub_frac

print "Beta value for the subnode is %s" %beta_ext_node
"""

print "\n\n***** Results for VISIBLE AND HIDDEN data *****\
n"

print "Regularization paramater C for visible and hidden
data = %s" %C_vis_hid

print ’Zero -one loss visible and hidden: %f %%’ %
zloss_vis_hid
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print ’Gini for visible and hidden data using scikit: %f
’ % gini_vis_hid_scikit

print ’KS-statistic for visible and hidden data: %f ’ %
ks_vis_hid

print "mse for all transactions on visible and hidden = %
s" % mse_per_trans_vis_hid

print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for
visible and hidden data = %s" %
mse_per_trans_vis_hid_low

print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for
visible and hidden data = %s" %
mse_per_trans_vis_hid_high

print "MSE for score to logodds on visible and hidden
data = %s\n" % mse_vis_hid

print "\n\n***** Results for EXTENDED HIDDEN data *****\n"
print "Regularization paramater C for hidden extended

data = %s" %C_ext_hid
print ’Zero -one loss extended with hidden: %f %%’ %

zloss_ext_hid
print ’Gini for extended data using scikit: %f ’ %

gini_ext_hid_scikit
print ’KS-statistic for extended with hidden data: %f ’ %

ks_ext_hid
print "mse for all transactions on visible data extended

with %d hidden nodes = %s" % (n_look ,
mse_per_trans_ext_hid)

print "mse for the transactions among the worst 10%% for
hidden extended= %s" %mse_per_trans_ext_hid_low

print "mse for the transactions among the best 25%% for
hidden extended= %s" %mse_per_trans_ext_hid_high

print "MSE for score to logodds on visible data extended
with %d hidden nodes = %s" % (n_look , mse_ext_hid)

plt.show()
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